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Company Summary
DAP-Lab (Design and Performance Lab) is a crossmedia lab exploring the convergences between
performance, telematics, textiles and fashion design,
with movement, costume, choreography, visual
expression, film, photography and interactive systems.
Founded in 2004 by Johannes Birringer and Michèle
Danjoux, the Lab has acted as a production company
affiliated to Brunel University. It established the ADaPT
(Association for Dance and Performance Telematics
2001-2006) network through research partnerships
with multiple sites in the UK, Europe, USA, Japan, and
Brazil. DAP-Lab continues to connect ongoing research
investigations and productions in dance through
performance and science collaborations, such as
METABODY, an international partnership and knowledge
transfer programme with performance, multimedia,
electronic engineering and fashion research centres.

of innovative wearable and choreosonic design
prototypes, and have staged multimedia dance-theatre
works and immersive installations, such as kimospheres
from 2015. Their last public performance before the
COVID-19 lockdown was Mourning for a dead moon in
December 2019. The company also release short online
films and regularly participate in art exhibition events.
Since creating metakimosphere no. 3 in 2016, DAPLab have developed collaborative research on Virtual
Reality performance and disability culture, creating a
performance for the blind and staging international
workshops on Re-embodiment and Dis/ability, as well as
presenting a lab on ‘Somatechnics and Dis/ability’ at the
2021 Body IQ Festival in Berlin.
http://people.brunel.ac.uk/dap/

The DAP-Lab company is comprised of professional
dancers, performance and visual artists, musicians,
sound artists, designers, filmmakers, and engineers.
The company have engaged in telematic performance
projects since 2004, with Michèle Danjoux’s series
Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab
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Residency Summary
The DAP-Lab residency was facilitated by project partners
Third Space Network (3SN) based in Washington DC, USA.
The residency culminated in a new telepresence dance/
music performance work entitled The river of no one,
involving geographically remote directors and performers
based in London and Bath in the UK. DAP-Lab are an
experienced multi-disciplinary performance ensemble
that bring numerous artistic skills and methods to their
work. From the outset of the residency, they developed
ecologically focused concepts particularly centring on the
human relationship to water, its movement and places.
These ideas were explored and developed using rural
imagery, audio and movement ideas, as well as varied
props and mise-en-scène elements, including the use of
fabrics as objects and scenic elements.
Drawing on their previous experiences, DAP-Lab were well
prepared for the residency and proved to be adept at
investigating their artistic material, applying technology,
and exploring the potential of the Telepresence Stage
online media environment. Their final 30-minute
performance, The river of no one was performed in six
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parts and included multiple video and photographic
images, scene transitions and audio accompaniments.
This was a fluid performance that journeys through
place and time, literally and figuratively, with a uniquely
personal, yet collective voice.

“The river of no one is a meditation on the
current climate crisis, linking regions
and continents in a subtle and intimate
exploration of “hydrocommons”, a
shared ecological water and plant
culture that needs to be imagined as
a flow in which all life, not just human
life participates. The work situates two
performers in physical (outdoors) and
virtual environments and asks them to
explore intimate immersive movement
and sound experiences.”
Johannes Birringer, DAP-Lab Co-Director
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Company Engagement
The DAP-Lab company members in residence included:
Co-directors Johannes Birringer and Michèle Danjoux.
Performer and composer Dee Kathleen Egan, in London.
Choreographer and dancer Zhi Xu, in Bath.
Research consultant Iwona Wojnicka.
In collaboration with the Third Space Network in
Washington DC, led by creative director Randall Packer
and multimedia designer Gregory Kuhn.
DAP-Lab have produced a substantial body of dance
and performance work since their inception in 2004 and
were interested in expanding their practice into online
theatre. Whilst they already have experience exploring
telematic and digital performance, they had not fully
tested and incorporated current Telepresence Stage
technologies and techniques into their work. They were
eager to develop their artistic ideas using the Third Space
Network platform, which offered them the opportunity to
develop a highly sensorial telepresence approach, as well
as produce an advanced online work of dance and music
using virtual sets.
DAP-Lab’s intention was to create a prototype
telepresence performance based on environmental
issues and the climate crisis, linking regions and
continents in a subtle exploration of hydrocommons, a
shared ecological water and plant culture. They were
interested in seeing how they could incorporate scenes
of devastation from recent flooding, scientific measuring
devices and underwater environments to create a
compelling narrative. The river of no one presents a
journey that unites two remote performers, a dancer/
choreographer and a composer/performer who explore
intimate immersive movement, sound experiences
and voices.
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“This residency allowed the
company to take their recent
interest in VR technologies
and the somatechnics of dis/
ability one step further into
questioning the connectability
of the virtual (and realtime composited telematic
performance space) with
a sensual and sensorial as
well as organic-experiential
collectivity – now urgently
envisioned since the 2020
Covid pandemic.”
Johannes Birringer, DAP-Lab Co-Director
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Ideas and Experiments
From the initial residency sessions, DAP-Lab and
the Third Space Network began introducing key
materials and concepts into the process, incorporating
photographs and video footage of recent flooding in
Germany, Hadrian’s wall, tranquil scenes of rivers and
fields, deserts, underwater imagery and plants, as well
as watercolour paintings. This material was gathered
by DAP-Lab in preparation for the residency as a type
of preliminary storyboard, to allow the performers
to travel through an array of locations, spaces and
water-related imagery. The viewer was invited to ‘travel’
alongside the two performers on their journey through
multiple scenes.
Each scene utilised unique virtual sets made up of
the composited video and photographic imagery,
including a recorded video performance by Johannes
Birringer. The two live performers were placed in various
quadrants of the Telepresence Stage environment,
and often scaled to be small or large. At times, special
effects were applied such as different transparency/
opacity ratios to create a ghostly ethereal presence,
including fabrics used by the performers, with them
gradually become transparent. Special attention was
played to subtle transitions, and to the framing of
visual elements including the blocking and positioning
of performers within the virtual scenography, the
placement and use of props, and interactions between
physical and virtual objects. Much was made of a rich
layering of visual content, for example, with images of
watercolour paintings surrounding a performer, who
appears to move within a painting in progress. DAPLab quickly identified these expressive opportunities
through their working process, which they refined into
their final performance.

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab
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Performance
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Technical Approaches

Diagram 1 – Third Space Network’s
custom setup for compositing

The technical setup at the Third Space Network (3SN)
studios consisted of three networked computers that
facilitated real-time audio-visual compositing and
automation. The Gnural Net LiveToAir call-in hardware/
software system was used to receive and send live
audio-visual feeds to and from the live performers. The
performer feeds were then composited using Cycling
‘74 Max/MSP/Jitter software, together with recorded
media that was fed into the system via Blackmagic
video switchers (Diagram 1; pg.9). Lastly, sonic material,
both emanating from the 3SN studio as well as from
performer Dee Kathleen Egan, was delivered to Ableton
Live software for processing, mixing and automation.
Additionally, Ableton Live was used to automate the
video parameters in Max/MSP/Jitter, controlling various
effects including colourisation, brightness, contrast,
position and scaling, etc.
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This performance required a precise cueing technique,
in which each scene and its changes were laid out in a
detailed spreadsheet. One of the biggest challenges for
the DAP-Lab company was the need to translate and
document their ideas into a cueing format in order to
coordinate control and automation of multiple changes
in video material, sound, colourisation, compositing,
performer positioning, chroma key settings, and special
effects. In order to execute their complex ideas on the
virtual stage, the cueing system was an essential and
creative tool for the precision and detail they desired.
While this cueing method is not unlike that used in
traditional theatre, every session during the process
demanded a high level of technical coordination to
ensure the success of the rehearsal.
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Participants Technical Setup

The technical setup for the two performers consisted
of a green screen and stand, iPhone camera
with EpocCam App and tripod, laptop computer,
additional monitors and earbuds. Each system
was networked via Ethernet to assure maximum
stability (Diagram 2; pg.11). In addition, performer
and composer Dee Kathleen Egan had a custom
setup that included an audio interface, synthesizer,
Launchpad MINI control surface, professional
microphone, and specialised software (Max/MSP/
Jitter) in order to carry out live signal processing and
manipulation of her voice and musical instruments
(Diagram 3; pg.11). She also provided supplementary
software that was used in the Third Space Network
studio to generate the live manipulation of her voice.

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab
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Participants Technical Setup

Diagram 2 – The “Satellite
Node” setup designed
for the project used by
both performers

Diagram 3 – Dee Kathleen
Egan’s custom setup for
musical performance
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Equipment and Materials

Resources supplied to each DAP-Lab performer:
1 x Selens 3 x 6 metre Green Screen Backdrop
1 x Vevelux Adjustable Backdrop Stand 2.6 x 3 metre
2 x Neewer 660 LED Video Light with APP Control
1 x Wireless Earbuds, Yobola Wireless Headphones IPX5
1 x HP P24h G4 23.8 inch Monitor FHD 1920×1080
2 x 5 metre HDMI to HDMI Cable
1 x USB-C Hub Lemorele 6-in-1
1 x Creatck 8” LED Ring Light

Resources provided and used by
each DAP-Lab performer:
1 x MacBook Pro laptop
1 x Ethernet Cable
1 x USB cable
1 x iPhone 12 and EpocCam App / Logitech C922
Pro Stream Webcam

Resources used by the 3SN team:
1 x Gnural Net LiveToAir hardware/software system
1 x Cycling ’74 Max/MSP/Jitter 8.2 software for
image compositing, audio and control
1 x Ableton Live 11 audio and control software
1 x Apple iMac Pro computer (2017)
1 x Blackmagic Design UltraStudio Recorder 3G
1 x Blackmagic Design UltraStudio Monitor 3G
1 x Blackmagic Design ATEM Television Switcher
1 x Akai APC40 MKII MIDI Controller
1 x PreSonus FaderPort 16 MIDI Controller
1 x Motu 828es AVB Audio interface
1 x Nuendo 11 Digital Audio Workstation
2 x Apple Ultra Studio Monitors

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab
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Description and Analysis

Image 1
A Chinese botanist
(centre) played
by Zhi Xu, begins
his ecological
investigations of
a river, looking
for what a screen
caption describes
as “future data from
archaeological
undercommons of
rivers and plants”.

Image 2
Hiding from and
watching the botanist,
Ariel (Dee Kathleen Egan,
left) is suddenly seen by
him, and they have a
brief physical interaction.
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Description and Analysis

Image 3
The botanist appears
standing on the
water and continually
adjusting his balance, as
though on a surfboard.

Image 4
Submerged under
water, he explores the
river and the rocks
of its riverbed, which
appear upside down,
above him.
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Description and Analysis

Image 5
The tiny figure of Ariel
appears like a bee
on a huge red flower
ten times her size,
while the VR-helmet
wearing botanist
observes and pokes
at her with his finger.

Image 6
The Greek mythological
‘ferryman of Hades’,
Charon (played by
Johannes Birringer)
uses a large branch
like an oar as he wades
though the river towards
the botanist, who has
covered himself in a
fanlike piece of fabric.
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Description and Analysis

Image 7
The small figure of the
botanist moves and
dances on top of a prerecorded video image
of a hand painting the
undulating line of a river.

Image 8
Standing on top of
Hadrian’s Wall, with
the sleeping figure
of Ariel to his right,
the botanist slowly
reveals and pulls out
a long piece of red
fabric from under
his shirt.
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Description and Analysis

Image 9
As he walks along
Hadrian’s Wall like
it is a tightrope,
the background
image changes as it
merges with, and is
gradually replaced
by an image of the
Great Wall of China.

Image 10
Against changing
desert images,
the botanist uses
his wooden tool to
simulate digging the
sand and making
channels for irrigation.
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Description and Analysis

Image 11
He finds himself next
to a dead tree, which
he observes and goes
to (virtually) touch.

Image 12
The botanist wraps
and ties a thin
piece of green cloth
around his eyes.

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab
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Description and Analysis

Image 13
The cloth blindfold
has the (chromakey)
effect of rendering
that part of his head
invisible, with the
background image
appearing through it.

Image 14
The botanist
moves forward
and into a camera
close-up, while the
colour of his image
inverts to negative,
and he repeats the
words “I can help”
like a mantra.
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Description and Analysis

The final dance/music performance The river of no one
consisted of 10 scenes performed in 6 sequential parts.
Part 1 commences with a visiting botanist from North
China, performed by choreographer and dancer Zhi Xu,
on the banks of a rural English river with a measuring
device to recover evidence of biodiversity chaos (Image
1; pg.13), where he discovers ‘Ariel’, played by performer
and composer Dee Kathleen Egan (Image 2; pg.13).
The botanist continues to explore and probe the river’s
currents and movements from above (Image 3; pg.14)
and below the water (Image 4; pg.14). Using a VR head
mounted display (as a costume prop) he further explores
the riverside flora and fauna to encounter a miniature
Ariel trapped like a bee in the stamen of a flower (Image
5; pg.15). In Part 2 the botanist ventures back into the
river, draped in pink silk fabric where he interacts with
a pre-recorded video of ‘Charon’ played by Johannes
Birringer, who wades through the water as if on his
boat (Image 6; pg.15). Following images of recent flood
devastation in Part 3, the botanist finds himself scaleddown in Part 4 on a pre-recorded meandering painted
blue line, where he traverses the painter’s brushstrokes
(Image 7; pg.16).

Video Recordings
The river of no one by DAP-Lab - Trailer
5 minutes mp4
Watch here
The river of no one by DAP-Lab - Performance
30 minutes mp4
Watch here
DAP-Lab - Residency PLAYLIST
Watch here

In Part 5, the botanist appears walking like a giant along
Hadrian’s Wall, where he discovers Ariel motionless on
the ground. He reveals a shawl of red fabric, reminiscent
of the flowing river and winding wall, and drapes it over
Ariel (Image 8; pg.16). The penultimate part concludes
as Hadrian’s wall merges and transforms into the Great
Wall of China and the giant botanist continues to
‘tightrope’ walk along it, holding out his red shawl as if
to steady himself with it (Image 9; pg.17). The botanist’s
journey reaches the desert in Part 6, where he helps to
try and cultivate the sand (Image 10; pg.17) and mourn
the death of a desert tree (image 11; pg.18). The final part
concludes with the botanist blindfolding himself with a
piece of green screen cloth (Image 12; pg.18) to ‘remove
his eyes’. He makes a final hand gesture sign against a
backdrop of sand dunes (Image 13; pg.19) as he repeats
“I can help” and dissolves into an inverted image of
himself (Image 14; pg.19).

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab
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Evaluation
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Evaluation

Company Reflections
The residency project aimed to explore two parallel
objectives: To work collaboratively on a creative
performance between remote performers, and
to investigate the capabilities and limitations of
networked performance. The DAP-Lab performers
succeeded in exploring a creative vision developed
over 8 weeks, working towards weaving a visual
and sonic narrative together. Working from their
homes in cramped green screen spaces surrounded
by monitors, laptops, cameras, microphones and
lights meant they had to compromise on spatial
dynamics and tactile interaction. However, during
the course of the residency each of the performers
became highly skilled in adapting to and working
within these limitations and frameworks. They also
realised that the technical demands were enormous,
given the ambition to create a poetic dance work
of high kinaesthetic quality in the short amount
of time available for rehearsals. Whilst the Third
Space Network’s complex studio control system was
contrary to DAP-Lab’s aesthetic-organic rehearsal
approach, they did appreciate the benefit of the
experience of working in a more compositing based
framework using green screen technologies and
real-time mixing. The DAP-Lab team were satisfied in
the end that their poetic vision had been sustained,
and that the cooperation was enhanced even when
troubleshooting technical issues became necessary.

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab

Co-director Michèle Danjoux was aiming to work with
green screen fabric to explore ideas of absence and
partial presence, and the sensory awareness of a
body in telepresence space. One example is in the
closing scenes when Zhi Xu wraps his head with a
strip of green screen cloth to create a blindfold that
removes his eyes, and he is forced to use other parts
of his body to ‘see’. This is an area Danjoux hopes to
explore further, with greater knowledge of and access
to these technologies. Performer and composer Dee
Kathleen Egan faced a number of challenges creating
the live sound elements as she intended, due to the
quality and latency of networked audio, which was
resolved by controlling her audio input using systems in
the Third Space Network studio. Choreographer and
dancer Zhi Xu spoke about the desire to have “eyes all
around my dancing body” to simultaneously observe
the three monitors surrounding him in all directions. He
wanted to further cultivate the relationships between
his moving body and the technology surrounding him,
as well as between the objects and fabrics he held.
For Zhi Xu, the experience was very different from
a traditional dance-theatre performance and as a
result his choreography required a different approach,
particularly given his confined domestic space, as well
as more concentration and control.
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Research Team Reflections
The project resulted in an aesthetically rich and
poetic performance that explored many interesting
capabilities of the Telepresence Stage platform.
Among its memorable moments were those employing
an imaginative and unusual sense of movement
and perspective. For example, near the start of the
performance, a background image of woodland begins
to move and pan around, in synchronisation to the
botanist as he turns his body to look around. But the
background’s rotation still continues even when he is
still, creating a vertiginous effect; a similar technique
is used later with the Great Wall of China. It is one of a
number of sequences where a sense of unreality and
uncanniness is conjured, including the tiny figure of Ariel
as a bee on a giant flower, with the botanist towering
over and touching her with his finger (Image 5; pg.15).
Another visually ‘unreal’ and arresting episode combines
a point-of-view video of walking feet (in high contrast
black and white) superimposed with an image looking
down on Hadrian’s Wall, so that the feet appear to be
walking high in the sky above it (Image 15; pg.24).
The residency experimented with automating
performance cues with detailed scripting for music,
voice, and movement, including fading in sound and
video, and background changes. The content, script and
timing of cues was decided by the DAP-Lab team, while
the Third Space Network provided technical support and
cue management to execute the performance. They
shared a cue sheet script in the form of a spreadsheet
detailing all the cues and content.

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab

It took time and effort to ensure the effectiveness of
this, and one stage of the process provides an example.
The music artist created a piece of music running on
a loop, and embedded the timings for cues and scene
shifts on this. However, the main shared cue sheet
was based on visual information, hence the research
team also asked for a visual cue for music transitions
that indicated clear shifts, e.g. making a gesture. The
unfolding dialogue between the artists and research
team enabled the cue changes to be clearly identified
and successfully executed, with ‘sounding time’ and
‘visualising time’ becoming aligned with ‘embedded
gestures’. The research team also found techniques
to script the temporal information using the clip
countdown timer in the Ableton Live music software.
However, the artists still felt the technical demands of
working through cue sheets were complex, with one
describing it as ‘an anxious affair’. Nonetheless, they
developed what they described as an ‘intelligence’ for
using the telepresence space, while making interesting
observations about its varied demands. Dance artist
Zhi Xu suggested he needed ‘eyes around my body’
to watch the monitor, camera, and laptop in order to
‘observe everything’. He expressed a concern to try to
progressively learn to ‘feel through [his] dancing body
to cultivate relationships with emotion with [these]
devices’ so as to ‘find the freedom’ to realise the
performance potentials of this new platform fully.
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Image 15
‘Walking in the air’
above Hadrian’s Wall.

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab
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Key Takeaway Points
1. Consistent physical layout and placement of lights, mics,
green screens, cameras, monitors, etc., is critical for audiovisual quality and continuity and the ability to successfully
repeat scenes, cues and transitions.
2. Stable high speed, low-latency internet is critical to consistent
work flow productivity, and to facilitate ease of communication
between remote participants. Decreases in the quality
and speed of the connections proportionally reduce the
effectiveness and breadth of participant communication.
3. Many physical theatrical staging elements, like blocking
and placement, and many cinematic effects, such as multiimage content or degree of transparency, require carefully
coordinated queuing between the participants.
4. Whether utilising photo-realistic or fantastical imagery,
the crucial factor remains its effectiveness in maximising
the artists’ conceptual and expressive intentions.
Randall Packer noted that the ambitious technological
nature of the residency resulted in some challenges that
were time-consuming to resolve, reflecting that:
“In online performance, every step is technical, every
rehearsal is a technical rehearsal, particularly when you
try and go beyond a simplistic approach. While ambitious
online theatre production is not for the faint of heart, it is
hugely rewarding, almost like defying the physical laws of
the world. When a performance can collapse geographical
separation to create telematic engagement between
performers and collaborators, there is a certain magic,
an almost out of body experience. Any company that
considers working on the telepresence stage must bear in
mind that theatre is always a stage of constant emergency,
but on the Internet, it is an emergency without the physical
reassurance of your collaborators. But in this time of
pandemic, war, misinformation, climate chaos, etc., the
telepresence stage may be our only salvation.”

Telepresence Stage – DAP-Lab
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Contact
www.telepresencestage.org
telepresencestage@brighton.ac.uk

